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ABSTRACT 
Analysis of categorical variables by generalized linear models having singular 
covariance matrices is considered. A weighted least-squares estimator is proposed, and 
is shown to be “asymptotically best linear unbiased” under general sampling schemes. 
This estimator is also shown to be equivalent to estimators obtained from two other 
weighted least-squares approaches. Finally a “quasilikelihood” estimator is proposed 
for special covariance structures, which include product multinomial sampling and 
Dirichlet-multinomial models for twostage cluster sampling. This is obtained directly 
without having to take explicit account of the sampling restrictions on the parameters. 
As a corollary, the “asymptotically best linear unbiased estimator” is shown to be 
“best asymptotically normal” for product multinomial sampling. Large-sample tests of 
goodness of fit and of hypotheses on the model parameters, and examples of 
applications of the results, are also presented. 
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Assuming that 6 is a consistent estimator of p as the sample size n + co, 
we write the model as 
Y = g(6) = X0& + XI& + 6 0.4) 
with p lim 6 = 0. Under this setup, we obtain an “asymptotically best linear 
unbiased estimator” (ABLUE) of fir, as defined in Section 2, directly from 
(1.4) using a particular generalized inverse (g-inverse) of the singular asymp- 
totic covariance matrix of g(6). This estimator is shown to be equivalent to 
estimators derived from two other weighted least-squares approaches, one 
“correcting” the data g(6) first to eliminate & from the model and then 
using weighted least squares with any g-inverse of the asymptotic covariance 
matrix of corrected data g,(c), and the other using standard weighted least 
squares after “eliminating” the singularity by a suitable transformation of 
g( fi). Grizzle and Williams (1972) used the second alternative approach in 
the context of loglinear models g(p) = log p, where log p is the t-vector of log 
probabilities, log p,. 
In Section 3, a “quasilikelihood” estimator, under covariance structures of 
the form n cov($) = a’V(p), is derived directly. Here V(p) is a known 
function of p such that K’V( p) = 0, and a2 is an unknown parameter. For 
example, product multinomial sampling and, more generally, Dirichlet-multi- 
nomial sampling for twostage cluster sampling within strata (e.g., Brier, 
1980) lead to cov(fi) of the above form. McCullagh (1983) and McCullagh 
and Nelder (1983) consider singular models implicitly using an arbitrary 
generalized inverse, but there are pitfalls in putting their results into practice. 
We consider two approaches, the first eliminating &, and the second, a direct 
approach, based on a particular generalized inverse. As a corollary, the 
ABLUE is shown to be “best asymptotically normal” (BAN) for product 
multinomial sampling. 
Large-sample tests of goodness of fit and of hypotheses on the model 
parameters, and examples of applications of the results, are also presented. 
2. WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES 
2.1. Asymptotically Best Linear Unbiased Estimator: Approach Z 
The model (1.4) may be written as y = Xp + S, where 6 is a t-vector with 
singular asymptotic covariance matrix V, = qVPH’, and VP is the covariance A?. 
matrix of 6. A consistent estimator of ,V’ is Vs = HV,A’, assuming that VP is 
a consistent estimator of VP. Here H is the matrix of partial derivatives 
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evaluated at p = fi. In the special case of product multinomial sampling, 
nV,= D,- D,K(K’D,K)~‘K’D, with D,=diag(p,,...,p,) and K=l,@ 
1 r,, . 
The ABLUE is obtained by first deriving the BLUE of fi under the 
“hypothetical” model y = Xp + I?* with E(6*) = 0 and known singular co- 
variance matrix cov(S*) = V,, and then replacing V, by its consistent estima- 
tor Vg. The BLUE can be obtained by appealing to the optimal theory of 
linear models with singular covariance matrices (e.g., Mitra, 1973; Rao, 
1971). It is given by 
p= (X’MX) -lX’My, (2.1) 
where M = (V, + X,UX~)pl for any nonsingular, symmetric 1 X I matrix U. 
Note that Vg + X,UXA is nonsingular. This follows from (i) cov( K’@, 6) = 
K’Vp = 0 * K’H-‘V, = 0 and (ii) K’H-‘X, nonsingular. 
We show in Appendix 1 that VgMVg = Vg, so that M is a nonsingular 
g-inverse of V,, and that p” does not depend on U. We could always set U = I, 
but other choices are sometimes useful, in particular for loglinear models. 
A simple proof of j!! is BLUE under the model y = Xfi + 6* is given in 
Appendix 2. Note that this is not necessarily true if we substitute an arbitrary 
generalized inverse, V,-, for M in (2.1). 
The ABLUE of j?, denoted by p^, is obtained from (2.1) by simply 
substituting A = ( Vg + X$X;) ~ i f or M. Using standard arguments of 
asymptotic theory, it can be shown that the asymptotic covariance matrix of 
p is the same as the covariance matrix of p, which is derived in Appendix 1. 
Thus the asymptotic covariance matrix of p^ is given by 
asycov($)=(X’MX)pl- [i i]. (2.2) 
A consistent estimator of asycov(j?) is obtained by substituting G for M in 
(2.2). In many appli:ations we are only interested in the estimate of pi. The 
estimate of asyconv( pi) can then be obtained directly from the corresponding 
elements of (X’MX) ’ because of (2.2). 
If K is included in the model (e.g., we have a separate term for each 
stratum in product multinomial sampling), we can set X, = K. With this 
choice, M reduces to nD, in the special case of loglinear mode!s with 
g(p) = log p and product multinomial sampling. This result is obtained by 
choosing nU = (K’D,K)-1 and noting that H = D,J~, nV, = D, - 
D, K( K ‘0, K) _ ‘K ‘0,. The inversion of V, + X&X,$ is thus avoided in this 
special case. Note that nV, = Di’ and M = nD, for independent Poisson 
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sampling, so that the ARLUE is the same under Poisson, multinomial, and 
product multinomial sampling. This is analogous to the well-known result on 
the equivalence of maximum-likelihood estimators for loglinear models under 
Poisson, multinomial, and product multinomial sampling. The choice M = 
nD,, however, is not necessarily optimal for other functions g(p) or for 
loglinear models if K is not in the column space of X. Thomas and Rao 
(1988) gave an example involving product binomial sampling to demonstrate 
substantial suboptimality of the resulting estimator of fir even in the linear 
case g(p) = p. 
Note that the fitted probabilities p(p) = g-‘(Xp^) may not satisfy the 
con:traints K’p =,TT exactly in small samples, unlike p(pl) = g-‘[ X0$( p^,) + 
X,p,], where h(j3,) is obtained by solving (1.2) for &, taking pi = pi. 
2.2. Approach 11 
In approach II, the data y are first “corrected” to eliminate &, from the 
model, and then weighted least squares is applied, using any g-inverse of the 
singular asymptotic covariance matrix of the corrected data y, = g,( ~5). 
The “corrected” data are obtained by setting yC = N,y with 
NH = I - X,(K’H-‘x,) -hi-‘. (2.31 
Then, noting that NHXO = 0, the reduced model is given by 
Y,=x,,P,+s* c ) 
where Xi, = NHXl and S,* = NHS*. Also, cov(6,*) = N,V,NA =V,, using the 
result K’H- ‘Vg = 0. The weighted least-squares estimator of pi for any 
g-inverse V,- is given by 
(2.4) 
Note that /?r, is uniquely defined for any choice Vgp, since .?J?( Xi,) c 92( V,), 
where .@(A) denotes the space spanned by the columns of the matrix A. In 
practice, we replace the unknown p and V, in (2.4) by their sample estimates 
$ and $. We denote the resulting estimator by p”r,. Its asymptotic covariance 
matrix is given by 
asycov( PIC) = (X;,V,-Xl,) ~ ‘. (2.5) 
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The equivalence of pi, and p”, (and hence of pi, and pi) is established 
by choosing V,- = M in (2.4), and noting that X,‘cMN, = X;,M by Lemma 
2(iii) in Appendix 1. The result then follows immediately from Theorem 1 in 
Appendix 1. 
A simple choice for V,- with product multinomial sampling is V,- = 
n(HDPH’)P’. SinceV,=(HDpH’)/ n under independent Poisson sampling, it 
follows that the ABLUE estimator of pi for multinomial or product multino- 
mial sampling can be obtained directly from a computer program for Poisson 
sampling, provided we work with “corrected” data yr and Xi, and replace 
the unknown p by fi. Note that K need not be included in the model. 
2.3. Approach 111 
In approach III the singularity is first “eliminated” by making the linear 
transformation Coy of the data y = g(6), where C, is any (t - I) X t matrix 
of rank t - I such that C,X, = 0. Thus 
C,Y = C,X,P, + c,s*, (2.6) 
and the covariance matrix of C,S*, viz. COV,cO is nonsingular. Note that &, is 
also eliminated by this transformation. 
The weighted least-squares estimator of pi for the nonsingular model 
(2.6) is given by 
file = [x;c~(c”vgc;) -k,x,I -lx;c~(c&coylcoY. (2.7) 
We show in Appendix 3 that pi = fin = pie, so that all three approaches lead 
to identical results fo: pi. In practice, we replace the unknown-v, in (2.7) by 
its sample estimate VP. We denote the resulting estimator by PI,. Its asymp- 
totic covariance matrix is given by 
asycov( pi,) = [ X;Cd(CaV&;) -‘CoXi] Pi. 
An advantage of the approaches in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 is that they give 
the estimator of pi in terms of model matrices X, and Xi, whereas the 
alternative approach III requires the determination of C,. However, if the 
model is specified directly in terms of g*(p) = C,,g(p), then approach III, 
which is the method used by Grizzle, Starmer, and Koch (1969) and many 
subsequent authors, is more straightforward. Of course, if fitted cell probabil- 
ities are also required, we still have to specify the (implied) full model or 
something equivalent to it. 
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For loglinear models with product multinomial sampling, nVg is equal to 
D; ’ - K( K ‘D, K ) _ ‘K’. Thus nC,v,cd is equal to C, D; ‘C,l provided C, K = 
0, i.e., provided K E .9(X,). This means that we can obtain the same results 
using the covariance matrix for Poisson sampling. A similar result was 
obtained by Woolson and Brier (1981). 
2.4. Tests of Hypotheses 
Tests of fit will first be considered for the nonsingular m_odel (2.6) of 
approach III. It follows from standard linear model theory that R& = (C&y - 
C,X,&)‘(C&C~)-‘(Coy - C,XJ%) h as a xp_, distribution under the hypo- 
thetical model assuming that S* is N(0, VP]. If 6 is asymptotically N( p, V,), 
so that 6 is asymptotically N(O,V,), and V5 is a consistent estimator of Vg, 
then it follows that R 2o,=(C&+)- c x P >‘~co~g~~)-‘[cog(~> - C”X,P,l 0 1 1 
is asymptotically xB_,. Thus R& can be used to test the fit of the modei 
g(p) = Xp for any specified g(p). 
Let 
fit= [g(~)-x~]‘~[g(r+x~] (2.8) 
and 
@L = [&(?v - x,,P,]‘v,- [g,(6) - Xl,PlI (2.9) 
be the weighted residual sums of squares arising from the first- two ap- 
proaches to weighted leas! squares. In practice, we replace M by M in (2.8) 
and p and Vg by fi and V, in (2.9). Denote the resulting test statistics by Ri 
and R& respectively. We show in Appendix 3 that @ = @, = l?“,,. Thus all 
three approaches yield an identical test of goodness of fit of the model 
g(p) = Xp. The common test statistic is asymptotically XB-, under the 
model. 
Tests of linear hypotheses of the form C,p, = ci can also be obtained, 
where C, is an m x (r - 1) full-rank matrix of known constants (m < r - 1) 
and ci is an m-vector of known constants. Again, the nonsingular model (2.6) 
of approach III will be considered first. Let RB, be the minimum of 
[C,g(fi) - C,X,p,]‘(C~~~C~)-‘[C,g(~) - C,X,p,] subject to C,p, = ci. Then 
by standard linear model theory, RF, - RE, is asymptotically xi when 
C,& = ci. Thus RF, - R& provides an asymptotic test of the linear hypothe- 
sis C#, = ci. The test can also be based on the algebraically identical 
quantities RT - Rg and Ry, - R&, where RT and Ry, are the minima, 
subject to CiP, = cl, of [g(c) - XPI’MMfi) - VI and k,(fi) - Xd%lVg~ 
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[g,(e) - X,$,1 respectively. It may be noted that RH - Ri can be written as 
H~-R~=(Clli,-c,)~[C,(X’~x),zlC;](C,IG,-c,), (2.10) 
where (X’&?X)&’ denotes the submatrix of (X’$?X)- ’ corresponding to pi. A 
similar expression holds for Rfc - Ri, if we replace p^, by Ii, and (X/$X ):a’ 
by (X;,cg-Xi,))’ in (2.10). 
For complex cluster sampling, the test of goodness of fit based on Ri 
( = R& = R:,), although asymptotically correct, can become highly unstable 
as the number of categories, t, increases and the number of sample clusters 
decreases, leading to unacceptably high Type I error rates compared to the 
nominal level (see Fay, 1985; Thomas and Rao, 1987). Hence, the weighted 
least-squares approach should be used only when t is small relative to the 
number of sample clusters. 
2.5. Example 
We now apply the previous results to a twoway table from the Canada 
Health Survey (1978-79). This survey was designed to provide reliable 
information on the health of Canadians, and the information collected was 
made up of an interview component for the whole sample and a physical 
measures component for a subsample. A complex multistage design involving 
stratification and clustering was employed, and the estimates of cell totals or 
proportions were subjected to poststratification on age-sex, to improve their 
efficiency. The reader is referred to Hidiroglou and Rao (1987) for a 
description of the survey and the procedures used for estimating cell counts, 
proportions, and their estimated variances and covariances. For the physical 
measures component, a collapsed-stratum technique for variance estimation 
was employed, since a single primary sampling unit was selected in some of 
the strata. 
Table 1 gives the estimated proportions fijj derived from the physical- 
measures component in a cross-classification of fitness level (recommended = 
1, minimal acceptable = 2, below acceptable or screened out = 3) and type of 
cigarette smoker (regular = 1, occasional = 2, never = 3). 
Since both the variables in Table 1 are ordinal, we considered the 
following loglinear model with linear X linear interaction: 
logpij = G + UiCi) + UZCj, + Y(Vi - V)(Wj - w), i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2,3, 
(2.11) 
subject to side constraints Eiuici) = Ejuzcj, = 0, where oi and wj are known 
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TABLE 1 
ESTIMATED CELL PROPORTIONS IN A 3 X 3 TABLE (CANADA LEVEL): 







1 2 3 
.2200 .1495 .1700 
.0230 ,096 .0115 
.2033 .0993 .1137 
“Sample size n = 2505, ages 15-64. 
scores with means V and ii? respectively. For simplicity, equidistant scores 
are taken: oi = 1,2,3; wj = 1,2,3. The model (2.11) is of the form g(p) = 
X,/3, + X,/3, with gij(p) = log pij arranged in lexicographic order, X, = K 
= la (a 9 x 1 vector of l’s), PO = 6, Pi = (ui(i), ulc2), uzo), u2(2), Y )‘, and 
I 
1 1 1 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 
xi= 1 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 0 -1 . 
0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 
1 0 -10 0 0 -1 0 1 I 
Noting that fi = diag( fii; ‘, i = 1,2,3, j = 1,2,3), the test of goodness of 
fit of the model can be computed from (24, using the proportions of Fij in 
Table 1 and the estimated 9 X 9 covariance matrix VP. The matrix VP can be 
obtained from the authors. We obtain Rg = 3.59, which is not significant at 
the 5% level compared to X$-,(0.05) = Xt(O.05) = 7.81 (note that t = 9, 
r = 6). Thus the model (2.11) provides a good fit to the data. The test statistic 
Ri appears quite stable in this example, since the number of cells, t ( = 9) is 
small relative to the number of sample clusters ( = 50). 
We can also conduct a test of independence, i.e. y = 0, given the model 
(2.11), using Ry - Ri given by (2.10). Noting that C, = (0,. . . ,O, 1) and 
ci = 0, we obtain Ry - Ri = 8.23, which is larger than X~(O.01) = 6.63, the 
upper 1% point of X2 with 1 d.f. The nested hypothesis of independence is 
therefore not tenable. 
3. QUASILIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
3.1. Quasilikelihood Equations 
We now turn to quasilikelihood estimation, assuming that we can express 
VP in the form nV, = a2V(p), where p = E(c) and V(p) is a known function 
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of p. The quasilikelihood equations, as defined by McCullagh (1983) are 
given by 
~(Pl>‘V(Pl> ~[a - d&)1 =o (34 
with 
OGA) = r, 
where II = ap/a/S; is of order t x (r - Z), and V(p,) is any g-inverse 
of V(/3,). The dependence of p on /?r is made explicit in (3.1) by writing 
p = p(pr) and V(p(pr)) = V(pr), since it is important to emphasize that p is 
a function of the unrestricted parameter p,. The quasilikelihood equations 
(3.1) are unique for any choice of g-inverse V( /3r) ~, since fi - p E LJ?( V( pr)) 
and D( /3r) E LJ?(V( PI)); see Rao [1973, p. 26, result vi(c)]. The latter result 
follows from K’(c - ~)=m - v =O, K’D(P,)=O, and the fact that 
K’V(P,) = 0. For product multinomial sampling, (3.1) reduces to standard 
likelihood equations, using V(p) = D; ‘, so that the solution of (3.1) gives 
the maximum-likelihood estimator of /?r. 
Differentiating (1.3) with respect to PI, we get 
(3.2) 
Further, differentiating (1.2) with respect to PI leads to K’ap/afi; = 0, or 
WI -= 
a8 
- (KW’X,) - ‘K’H-‘Xl (3.3) 
by (3.2). Substituting (3.3) now into (3.2) gives 
D( p,> = H-‘N,X, = H-lx,,, (3.4) 
where NH is given by (2.3). The quasilikelihood equations (3.1) therefore, 
reduce to 
WPl) = UPl)‘Vg(Pl) - NPl)b - d&)1 = 0, (3.5) 
where V,(/3,)- is any g-inverse of V,(p,) = H(P,)V(fi,)H(/3,)‘, and the 
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dependence of H and Xi, on pi is made explicit by writing H = H(p,) and 
Xi, = X,,(P,). 
3.2. Iterative Solution 
The equations (3.5) resemble weighted least-squares equations. A natural 
way to solve these equations for fi, is through iteratively reweighted least 
squares as follows: 
P l,“+l=Pl”+ z(~lvP;c”V,;K@ - P”>7 v=o,1,2 )...) (3.6) 
where HY = H(p,,), etc., and 
Z(Pl> = [ Jwwvg(Pl) -xl,!&)] -f 
The equations (3.6) for v = 0, are obtained from (3.5) by substituting the 
linear approximation 
replacing X,,(/?,)‘V,(p,)) H(P,) by X;,,Vg$H,, and then solving for /3i - pia, 
where /3,, is the starting value. Iterating this process, the sequence pi, given 
by (3.6) is obtained. As noted by Jorgensen (1983) this is the generalized 
Gauss-Newton method for solving the quasilikelihood equations (3.5). P 
convenient starting value is given by the weighted least-squares estimator j3iC 
defined by Equation (2.4) with VP replaced by n-‘V(c). 
Note that the determination of p, = gg’[X,h(P,,)+ X,/In,], in general, 
requires the solution of 1 (nonlinear) equations (1.2) at each step of the 
iterations, i.e. K’g- ‘(X,& + Xlpn,) = ~7 solved for &, = h( PIY). For the 
special case of a linear model, g(p) = p, however, we can solve (1.2) 
explicitly to give h(P,) = (K’X,)-‘(r - K’X,P,) = (K’XO))lK’(yj - X,/3,). 
Hence, p(j3i) = X,(K’X,)-‘K’fi + X&i, where Xl, is independent of pi 
since NN reduces to Z - X,(K’X,) ‘K’, noting that H = I. Thus the itera- 
tions take the simplified form 
where CC = NH1;. Note that as long as we precenter X, and fi, we can use an 
arbitrary g-inverse of V( pi,). In particular, for product multinomial sampling 
we can simply use V(pr,) = diag(p,(/3,,)-‘,. . . , p,(pl,)-‘) in (3.8). This is 
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equivalent to using a standard computer program with the precentered data, 
assuming independent Poisson sampling. It can be implemented simply in 
GLIM (see Baker and Nelder, 1978) for example, by using the OFFSET 
directive to force a constant vector, X,(K’X,))‘r, into the model. Stirling 
(1986) has suggested a similar procedure. 
3.3. Asymptotic Distribution of the Quasilikelihood Estimator 
The results in McCullagh (1983) are not directly applicable, since they 
would require, for our setup, that t --* 00. The derivation below, however, 
proceeds along the same lines. Denote the solution of the quasilikelihood 
equations by pi, so that U(p,) = 0. Using the linear approximation 
P( Pl) A P(Pl> + ml) -‘JGcu4>(Pl- Pl>7 (3.9) 
we get 
Pl-Pl’wlMPl)~ (3.10) 
Hence, assuming only that fi[$ - p(fil)] 4 N(0, a2V(fi1)), we find that pi 
is asymptotically normal with mean j3i and covariance matrix 
u2Z(P1) 
asycov( &) = ~ 
n ’ 
(3.11) 
since X;cVgp V,V- Xi, = X;,V,-Xi, because Z%‘( Xi,) C Z%‘( V,). It follows from 
(3.11) and (2.5) that the weighted least-squares estimator pi, has the same 
asymptotic covariance matrix as the quasilikelihood estimator pi. The choice 
between them, therefore, depends on other considerations such as finite-sam- 
ple performance. An estimator of u2 is given by a2 = X”/(t - r), where 
(3.12) 
is asymptotically distributed as u “xf_ r. 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of fitted estimates p(p,) is obtained 
from (3.9) and (3.11) as 
wcov(di$)) = u2W1) -‘x1,(P1)z(P1)x1,(P1)‘~(P1)‘-‘~ (3 13) 
n 
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It is estimated by replacing pi with p, and u2 with 0’ in (3.13). Similarly, 
asycov(j3i) is estimated from (3.11). 
For product multinomial sampling, p, is the maximum-likelihood estima- 
tor of pi. It is asymptotically efficient with asympt?tic variance Z(Pi)/n. 
Since the asymptotic covariance matrix of ABLUE pi is also Z(/3r)/n (see 
Section 2.2), it follows that pi is BAN for product multinomial sampling, as 
stated in the Introduction. 
3.4. Alternative Approach 
As noted in Section 3.2, the previous iterative approach to quasilikelihood 
estimation, in general, requires the solution of 1 nonlinear equations at each 
step of the iterations. The latter could be avoided by ignoring the constraints 
K’p( fi) = P and proceeding naively by differentiating p(p) = g-l( X/?) with 
respect to j3. The resulting “quasilikelihood equations” are of the form 
X’V,(P> - H(PHS - P(P)1 = 0. (3.14) 
However, (3.14) is not invariant to the choice of g-inverse of V,(p), and the 
resulting solution, p* say, does not necessarily satisfy the constraint K’p(j3) 
= P. A careful choice of the g-inverse, however, avoids the latter problem, 
and the estimator p: satisfies the “correct” quasilikelihood equations (3.5) 
under this choice. 
From now on, let V,(p) ~ be the particular choice 
V~(B)-=(V~(p)+X,UX~)-‘=M(P), say, (3.15) 
from some nonsingular 1 X 1 matrix U, and consider the equations (3.14) 
under this choice: 
X’~(P)ww - P(P)1 = 09 (3.16) 
where V&P(P)) =V,<P>, WP) = Wp(P)), and H(P) = H(P(~)). We now 
show that the solution /?* = (pa* ‘, fl: ‘)’ of (3.16) has the following proper- 
ties: (i) p: satisfies the correct quasilikelihood equations (3.5); (ii) /3* satisfies 
the constraint (1.2) i.e. K’g-‘(X/3*) = ?T or p,* = h(j3:). 
Writing (3.16) as (a) X@f(P)H(P)[$ - p(P)1 = 0 and (b) 
X;M(P)H(/3)[$ - p(p)] = 0, we obtain from (a) K’[fi - p(/3*)] = 0 or 
K’p(P*) = K’fi = T, noting that X$t4 = U-‘(K’H-‘X,)~‘K’H~’ (see Ap- 
pendix 1). This establishes property (ii) above. Premultiplying (a) above by 
A’, where A = A(P) = (K’H-‘X0)-‘K’H-‘Xl, and subtracting it from (b), 
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we obtain the quasilikelihood equations (3.5) with V,(p) ~ = M( pi). Note that 
p(/?*) = &PC), and H(p*) = H(p:) since p,* = h(P:). Property (i) now 
follows, since (3.5) does not depend on the choice of g-inverse. Therefore, p: 
is indeed the quasilikelihood estimator of jlr. 
The solution p* can be obtained through the iterative scheme defined by 
P,i.~=P,+(x’M,X)~‘X’M”H”(~-P”)~ v=o,1,2 )...) (3.17) 
where M, = M( p,), HY = H(&), and p, = p(&). This is the procedure we 
would obtain if we took the GLIM steps for a nonsingular covariance matrix 
V,(p)- ’ (see Jorgensen, 1983) and simply replaced V,(p) ’ by V,( /3- = 
M(P). A convenient starting value is given by 
P,, = [X’M(C)X] -‘X’M(hdC). (3.18) 
Note that p, for intermediate iterations may not satisfy the constraints (1.2), 
but that the iterative scheme gives p* at convergence which satisfies (1.2). 
We can derive the asymptotic distribution of p* using the same lineariza- 
tion method as in Section 3.3. Applying Lemma 4 of Appendix 1 to the 
analogue of (3.10), we find that p* is asymptotically normal with mean /3 
and asymptotic covariance matrix 
asycov( p*) = C1u2 ([X’M(P)Xl -‘- [; ;I)- (3.19) 
For loglinear models under product multinomial sampling, M(p) can be 
set equal to diag(p,(P),..., p,(p)) if X, = K, by choosing U= (K’D,K))‘. 
This leads to the standard result on the equivalence for Poisson, multinomial, 
and product multinomial sampling (Birch, 1963). It is also equivalent to a 
well-known result in stratified case-control sampling for the case of discrete 
explanatory variables (see Prentice and Pyke, 1979). 
3.5. Example 
Table 2 shows a 4 x 4 x 3 contingency table of counts { ni jk }, taken from 
Grizzle, Starmer, and Koch (1969), which has been reanalyzed subsequently 
by a number of authors. There are two factors (hospital and surgical proce- 
dure) and a single ordered response variable (the severity of the “dumping 
syndrome” after surgery for duodenal ulcers). Grizzle, Starmer, and Koch, 
henceforth referred to as GSK, assigned scores 1, 2, and 3 to the response 
categories none, slight, and moderate, respectively, and then obtained mean 
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scores, +i j = fii jl + 2fii jz + 3fiijs. Here fii jk = E( nijk)/nij. with nij. = ICknijk> 
and it is assumed that independent multinomial samples of sizes { ni j. } are 
drawn from each of the 16 hospitalXsurgical-procedure combinations. Thus, 
if the observations are arranged lexicographically, we have K’p = 7~ with 
K’= Z,,@(l, 1, l), p a 48X 1 vector of probabilities pijk = (nij./n)li;ijk, T a 
16 x 1 vector of known constants nij./n, and n = CCnij.. 
TABLE 2 













1 23 7 
(2.17) (7.7) 
2 (lbz) 6 
(7.0) 
3 (986) (563) 







N S M 
5 
(2Yl) (9’:) (3.9) 
(1:O) (6:5) (225) 
(lE1) (440) (440) 
15 3 2 
(13.8) (3.4) (2.8) 
N S M 
20 13 5 
(21.1) (12.5) (4.4) 
(lT9) (1?4) (lY7) 
11 6 2 
(8.4) (6.6) (3.5) 












“N = none, S = slight, M = moderate. Observed counts and fitted counts (in parentheses) 
Using weighted least squares, GSK fitted the model 
Gij = p + q + Tj, i, j = 1,2,3,4, (3.20) 
which assumes that the mean score is the sum of an overall effect (CL), a 
hospital effect ( oi), and a surgical-procedure effect (TV) with the usual 
constraints Coi = Crj = 0. In our notation, this model may be written as 
Ap = Z8, (3.21) 
where 8 = (cl, al, +, a3, 71, TV, TV)‘, Z is the standard design matrix for an 
additive twoway model, and A = 0; ‘@ (1,2,3) with D, = diag( T). For 
maximum-likelihood estimation (or even for getting the fitted cell counts in 
the weighted-least-squares approach), we need to translate the model (3.21) 
into an equivalent model of the form 
P = X,&l + X,P, = X,&l + X,,Y + X,,8, (3.22) 
where K’H- ‘X, = K’X, is nonsingular and y is a 16 X 1 vector of nuisance 
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TABLE 3 
ESTIMATES FOR THE MODEL (3.22)” 
Method P aI a2 a3 71 72 5 
Weighted least 1.545 - ,041 - ,036 .106 - .llO - ,073 .050 
squares (.035) (.053) (.054) (.070) (.054) (.058) (.056) 
Maximum 1.554 - ,043 - ,038 .112 - .106 .071 ,048 
likelihood (.035) (.0X%) (.055) (.071) (.056) (.059) (.056) 
“Estimated standard errors in parentheses. 
parameters. Thus we have to specify matrices X,, X,,, and X,, of full rank 
satisfying AX, = 0, AX,, = 0, and AX,, = Z. Convenient choices for calcula- 
tion in this example are X, = Z,,@(l, 1, - l)‘, since this makes K’X_” = I,,, 
X,, = I,,@ (2,5, - 2.0,O.S)’ with X6X,, = 0, and X,, = X,,Z with X,, = D,, 
B(;,+,+)‘. 
As noted earlier, the approach of Section 3.2 is particularly convenient for 
a linear model like (3.22), since X,, = X, - X,K’X, remains fixed throughout 
the iterations. Moreover, one can take V,- = 0; ‘, since the sampling scheme 
is product multinomial, and hence use an existing computer program for 
Poisson sampling. 
Table 3 gives the maximum-likelihood estimates of the components of 8, 
along with the estimated standard errors. The weighted least-squares esti- 
mates of GSK are also given for comparison. As a check, the three weighted 
least-squares procedures of Section 2 all gave identical values to those of GSK. 
Maximum-likelihood estimates for this example have been computed by 
Haber (1985) using a constrained maximization method. Our estimates of the 
components of 8 agree with these, but our estimated standard errors, which 
are almost identical to the weighted-least-squares values, are consistently 
larger than those reported by Haber. The latter discrepancy appears to be 
due to Haber’s use of variance formulae that do not take account of the 
restrictions (1.1) on the parameter vector /3. 
We also summarize, in Table 4, test statistics for the overall goodness of 
fit of the model (3.22) and of two submodels corresponding to no hospital 
effect and no surgical procedure effect respectively. The values are again 
fairly close to their weighted-least-squares equivalent. The additive model fits 
well (likelihood-ratio test statistic - 21n X = 6.11 with 9 d.f.), and the hospi- 
tal effect is not significant ( - 21n X = 2.71 with 3 d.f.). The two test statistics 
for the effect of surgical procedure differ slightly. In fact, if we were to adopt 
a rigid 5% cutoff [x$0.05) = 7.811, the effect would be declared significant 
by the weighted least-squares test statistic, RF - R& but not by the likeli- 
hood-ratio test statistic, - 21n h. 




Goodness of fit 
No hospital effect 
No surgical- 
procedure effect 








APPENDIX 1. PROPERTIES OF M = (V, + X,UX,$) ~ 1 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) X,$MX,=U-', 
(ii) VgMVg = V,. 
Proof. Since K'H-'V,=O, we have K'H-'(M-l- X,UXA)=O, or 
X;,M=U-'(K'H-'X0)-'K'H-', (A4 
so that XhMX, = U-'. Result (ii) follows from (A.l) on writing 
VgM=(M~'-X,UX;,)M=Z-X,(K'H-lX,)-lK'H-' 64.2) 
and using K'H-'V, = 0. n 
Let NH = Z - X,(K'H-'X0)-'K'H-' as in (2.3), and let X,, = NHX1. 
From (A.2) we have 
NH = Z - X,UX,$M = V,M. (A.31 
LEMMAS. 
(i) NHXo = 0, NHVg = V,, 
(ii) K'H-lNH=O 
(iii) NLM = MN,,'= NI;MN". 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow directly from the definition of NH. To establish 
(iii) we write NhM = MV,M = MN, by (A.3), and use Lemma l(ii). n 
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LEMMAS. 
(i) X;,MX, = 0. 
(ii) X{,M does not depend on the choice of U. 
Proof. Both results follow from writing X;,M = X;NkMN, using Lemma 
2(iii). Result (i) then follows from Lemma 2(i). From Lemma 2(ii), M(V,) c 
M(NH), where JY( A) denotes the null space of the matrix A. Hence, 
.%‘( NH) c JZ( V,), so that NAMN, is independent of the choice of U (see Rao, 
1973, p. 26). q 
LEMMAS. 
where G = (X;,MX,,)-‘X;,M. 
UX;M(I - X,G) 
G 
Proof. The result follows from writing X = (X,, X,) and then using the 
standard formula for the inverse of a partitioned matrix, noting that X,, = X, 
- X,UXiMX, from (A.3). n 
THEOREM 1. 
(i)_The estimator j? = (X’MX)-‘X’My can be expressed as p’= (&, p”;) 
with &=(X;,MX,,)-‘X;,My and ~~=(K’H-‘X,)~‘K’H-‘(y-X,P,). 
(ii) One has 
cov(&=(X’MX)-‘- [; ;] 
under the model y = XB + 6* with E(6*) = 0 and cov(iS*) = V,. 
Proof. Result (i) follows directly from Lemma 4. Result (ii) also follows 
from Lemma 4 and Lemma l(i) after noting that GX, = 0 from Lemma 2(i) 
and (iii). 
It follows from Lemma 3(ii) and Theorem 1 that /? does not depend an 
the choice of U. 
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APPENDIX 2. PROOF THAT p IS BLUE 
Under the model y = Xp + 6* with E(6*) and_cov(6*) = V,, any linear 
combination of alp’ is BLUE if and only if cov(a’p, b’y) = 0 for every zero 
function b’y, where /? = (X’MX))‘X’My. Note that b’y is a zero function if 
E( b’y) = 0 or b’X = 0, which is equivalent to Pb = b, where P = Z - 
X( X’X) ‘X’ is the projection matrix. Now 
cov(u’p, b’y) =a’(X’MX) p’(X’MV,)b=a’(X’MX)p’(X’MV,P)b 
But PVg MX = P( Mp ’ - X,UXh)MX = 0 because PX = 0, which implies that 
PX, = 0. Hence fi is BLUE. n 
APPENDIX 3. EQUIVALENCE OF THE THREE WEIGHTED 
LEAST-SQUARES METHODS 
LEMMA 5. Let F be any t X (t - T) matrix with F’X = 0 and F’V,F 
nonsingular, and let PM = X(X’MX)- ‘X’M. Then 
(i) P&F = P,V,F = 0, 
(ii) NAF = MV,F = F. 
Proof. The results follow directly from the definitions of P,v and NH, 
noting that MVg = Z - MX,UX& n 
THEOREM 2. p, = blc = PIP. 
Proof. We showed that pi, = /?, in Section 2.2. Further, pi, = 
[X~C,l(COVsC~))‘C,X,]-‘X~C~(C,,V,cd))’C,,y does not depend on the par- 
ticular choice of C,, i.e.,. any C, * = AC, with A nonsingular gives the same 
result. In particular, we can take Ca’ = ( MXl,, F) where F is as in Lemma 5. 
Note that C,X, = 0, as required, since X;,MX, = 0 from Lemma 3(i). With 
this choice. 
It follows immediately that pi, = $ic. 
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NOW consider the three goodness-of-fit statistics Rz, Rg,, and Rg, 
defined in Section 2.4. We can write E?g = y’Qoy, @j, = y’Q1y, and ii”,, = 
Y ‘Q2v, where 
and 
Qz=(Z-P,l,)C,‘(C&C”‘~‘C,(Z-P,,). (A.4) 
LEMMA 6. Q,X=O and Q,V,F=F for i=O,1,2, where F is as in 
Lemma 5. 
Proof. The first result follows directly from (A.4). The fact that Q,V,F = 
F follows from (A.4) and Lemma 5 for i = 0 and 1. To prove that QzV,F = F, 
note that F = C,‘B for some (t - L) X(t - r) matrix B, since %7’(F) = Jlr( X) 
c JY( X,) = W( Cd ), and then apply Lemma 5(i). n 
THEOREM 3. ii",=il;,= g,. 
Proof. Let E = (X, V,F). Then 
so that E’ME (and hence E) is nonsingular. From Lemma ,6, QiE = (0, F), 
i.e., Qi = (0, F)E-’ for i = 0, 1, or 2, and hence @ = A”,, = Ri,. 1 
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